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Overview

We consider the problem of verifying safety properties of randomized recur-
sive programs when the safety properties are expressed as unreachability of
locations in the program. Symbolic algorithms have been proposed and im-
plemented for recursive (but not randomized) programs and randomized (but
not recursive) programs respectively. We propose a technique to symbolicaly
verify randomized recursive programs and implement it using MTBDDs in the
tool PROPED.
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Figure 1: Comparison with existing state-of-the art tools

Recursive Probabilistic Programs : We consider C-like sequential pro-
grams having integer and boolena type variables, arrays, complex structures
and enumerated types, while supporting functions and procedures with call-by-
value semantics. We also allow for randomized programs by allowing what we
call a pchoice statement

procedure p:

p0: if ? then

p1: call s;

p2: if ? then

wp 0.2 -> call p;

wp 0.8 -> skip;

end if;

else

p3: call p;

end if

p4: return;

procedure s;

s0: if ? then

return;

end if;

s1: call p;

s2: return;

procedure main :

m0: call s;

m1: return;
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Figure 2: A probabilistic recursive program (above) and the corresponding
state transition diagram (bottom)

Modelling a Probabilistic Recursive Program

Probabilistic Pushdown System A probabilistic pushdown system is a tu-
ple P = (P,Γ,δProb), whereP is a finite set ofcontrol locations (states), Γ
is a finitestack alphabet, δ ⊆ (P×Γ)× (P×Γ∗) is a finite set ofrules, and
Prob : δ → (0,1] such that for every pairpX , we have

∑pX →֒qα Prob(pX →֒ qα) = 1

Semantics: A (possibly infinite) Markov chain with configurationspα as states
and transition probabilities given by

If pX
x
→֒ qα ∈ δ , thenpXβ x

−→ qαβ for everyβ ∈ Γ∗

From Programs to Probabilistic Pushdown Systems : A recursive program
can be viewed as a pushdown system with the call stack being modelled as the
stack of the pushdown system. The following correspondencebetween a prob-
abilistic precursive program and PPDS holds:

•Statep ⇔ valuations of global variables

•Γ ⇔ (program counter, local valuations)

•ConfigurationpAw can be interpreted with globals inp, current procedure
with local variables inA andsuspended procedures in w

•Rule pX →֒ qY ⇔ sequential statementwithin a procedure

•Rule pX →֒ qY Z ⇔ call to some procedure

•Rule pX →֒ qε ⇔ returnfrom some procedure

Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagrams : A BDD (Binary Decision Di-
agram) can be used to efficiently encode boolen formulae. MTBDDs, on the
other hand, can encode weighted logic formulae.
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Figure 3: An MTBDD (left) and its reduced form (right)

A program statement can be viewed as a boolean formula (relation) with proba-
bilities on the new (updated) and old valuations of finite-bit program variables.

w.p. 0.5 ⇒ x = 0;
w.p. 0.5⇒ x = ¬x;
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Figure 4: A probabilistic program statement and its translation to a reduced
MTBDD

Probabilistic Verification

In context of probabilistic programs, the goal of verification is to answer ques-
tions such as:

•Qualitativeproperties: Does a program property hold with probability 1?
•Quantitativeproperties: What is the probability with which a certain property

hold?
–Reachability of control states
–simple PCTL properties such as♦(l1∨ l2 · · · lk), whereli are labels in the

program

Quantitative Verification: Formulating system of non-linear
equations

Define a variable[pXq] as the probability of starting at the configurationpX and
eventually reaching the configurationqε . Then[pXq]s are the least solution of
the following system of equations:

[pXq] = ∑pX
x
→֒qε x + ∑pX

x
→֒rY

x.[rYq] + ∑pX
x
→֒rY Z

x.∑t∈P[rYt].[tZq]

The system is of the formx = P(x), and the sequence 0,P(0),P2(0) · · · con-
verges to the least solution.
Computing the solution is nevertheless PSPACE complete.

Fix-Point Computation

•The variables[pXq] are just (weighted) relations over the initial and final val-
uations of variables, so are the program statements

•Can be represented efficiently asMTBBDs
•Fixed point computation -Gauss SeidelIterative Method
•Bothpre* andpost* computations.
•Use ofCUDD library for MTBDD (ADD) manipulations.

Applications

•Verifying temporal logic properties properties in Stochastic models such as
biological systems

•Computer Security and Information Theory: Computing information leakage
in security protocols
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